
SCHOOL - FAMILY COOPERATION IN 
PREVENTING TECHNOLOGY ADDICTION



WHAT IS ADDICTION?
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It is defined as a strong desire that cannot be opposed to an

object or person. Despite all the psychological and physical

negative effects of the behavior, it is an indication of

addiction to continue.



Nowadays technology addiction started to

threaten everybody.

According to data presented by the Turkish

Statistical Institute in 2014, 10.5% of young

people in our country are addicted to

technology.
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THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGY ADDICTIONS ON STUDENTS 
ARE DEFINED IN THE LITERATURE UNDER THREE MAIN THEMES:
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- PHYSICAL

- SOCIAL 

- PSYCHOLOGICAL



Physical Effects
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• Increasing tendency to violence
• Insomnia
• Problems with body posture



Social  Effects
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• Communication problems
• Being Anti-social
• Easy to Access every kind of information
• Problems to find friends
• inability to express oneself
• moving away from social activities



Psychological  Effects
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• difficulty in concentrating lessons
• being unsuccessful in the lessons
• Lack of self-confidence
• Decreasing of imagination
• Forgetting responsibilities
• Problems on focusing
• Increasing tendency to violence



SCHOOL MANAGEMENT AND TEACHERS 'PREVENTION STUDIES 
TO PREVENT TECHNOLOGY ADDICTIONS
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Things to be done to prevent technology 
addiction by the school management:
• Not let students to use mobile phones at school
• Preparing seminars for parents teachers and 

students to reduce technology addiction
• Mobile phone cases
• Organizing seminars on ICT crimes
• Creating Social Art and Sport Club Activities
• Being a role model
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Things to be done to prevent technology 
addiction by TEACHERS:

• Guiding students
• A project “I read with my family”

• Social activities out of school
• Contact with the parents
• Getting students to watch documentaries about technology addiction
• Being a role model

• Giving negative examples on addiction
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Things to be done to prevent technology 
addiction by FAMILIES:

• Show respect and love to your children without 
giving conditional messages and communicate

• Play games
• Become a good model
• Give responsibility
• Put a border

• Spend quality time (park, sports center, cinema…)

• Follow
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• Despite all these issues, unfortunately, family and school’s efforts 

alone are not sufficient to prevent or treat technology addiction.

• School-family cooperation is a very valuable and effective method to 

prevent addiction. Students should be taught how to use technology 

first by parents and then by teachers and school administrations.

• It should be in cooperation and communication on both sides.
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Families should be extremely well educated about
technology addiction and be able to notice the change in
their children.

They also need to have a level of technological knowledge
to follow their children. The reason that led the student to
the internet should be determined.

Technological devices and applications are seen as a reward
tool by many parents, this can cause individuals to become
acquainted with technology addiction at an early age.

Families should be informed about this by getting support
from schools' guidance services.



IN ORDER TO REMOVE THE STUDENTS FROM TECHNOLOGICAL ADDICTION, 
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- It is necessary to direct them to social activities instead of prohibitions on technology. 

Working with families will produce permanent results.

- Organizing family book reading activity.

- In addition, children should not be given tablets and phones as a reward.

😉
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Thanks!
For lıstenıng


